
KAG-tour 009

Experience course Kagawa Prefecture Museum Experience Classroom

KAGAWAKENRITSU MYUJIAMU TAIKEN GAKUSHUSHITSU (Takamatsu)

5-5 Tamamo-cho,

Takamatsu  Kagawa

Prefecture Museum

087-822-0222 (operator)

http://www.pref.kagawa.jp

十二単（県立ミュージアム）

You can try on traditional clothes from the Kamakura and Heian periods 

Ref

 Facility Info

Multilingual tools: n/a,

Reception language: n/a

Available

Free Wifi：Available

Required timeApprox. 20-30

minutes

Recommended seasonYear-round

Indoor/outdoor optionIndoor

Underground parking

available (pay) * Large

buses can be

accommodated

9:00 - 17:00 (Entrance

until 16:30)

* Dressing reception until

16:30

* During special

exhibition open until

19:30

Free (dressing

experience)

* Entrance fee for

Monday

* If Monday is a holiday,

the facility is closed the

next day

* New Years holiday
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Access and Main Routes

Related info

This integrated museum joins

together a history museum and an

art museum. The artwork of artists

with Kagawa links such as Inokuma

Gen’ichiro and Isamu Noguchi are

exhibited here. On the first floor is a

learning room where you can

experience various elements of

Japanese history.

Here you can try on armor from the

Kamakuri era and traditional

women’s clothing from the Heian

era. Photographs are welcome, so

both children and adults will enjoy

themselves.

There are also many traditional toys

that have been played with over the

long years of Japanese history. At

this popular spot, visitors can enjoy

playing while at the same time

experiencing Japanese history.

Lat 34.349724 Lon 134.053283

Approx. 30 minutes from

Takamatsu Center by car

Takamatsu Airport

Approx. 10 minute walk from

Kotoden Chikko Station

Takamatsu Center IC

Kotoden Chikko Station 

The location can be checked on a

map online by entering the lat-lon

coordinates into a smart phone

connected to the Internet.

Takamatsu Airport Limousine

Bus available Approx. 30

minutes from Takamatsu

Airport to JR Takamatsu

Station. Approx. 15 minute

walk from Takamatsu Station.

Kagawa Prefecture Tourism Association, Ltd. 


